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"GOING

Since then they have paid out MILLIONS 
in LAW-SUITS that are far from over yet. 
But still they like "LAW" and are due 
for MUCH MORE. There may be another Breed 
of "WOLF!" at their Door.

Since they GAVE UP! and dragged a Red 
Herring over the Trail: "1888 Re-examin- 
ed"=when their Initial Presen tation sa ic 
N0T=A=W0RD! about 1888. But since they 
Back-Pedd1ed=BILLY GRAHAM has become the 
Sajnt_of _th js_Commune1_
MOVE (l2)=so the Pattern started by JrIZH 
SMITH after he did the SAME as FORD! = 
spent 2 Years in a WORLDLY SEMINARY=and 
came LOADED with that Stuff=took p.235 
OUT of the ORIGINAL 1884 GC = just when 
it was coming to the Definition of BABY ■ 
L0N=URIAH SMITH takes that CRUCIAL PAGE 
OUT! and hands you what you find in youi’ 
Book=GC 384. So as to make it appear 
that SPURGEON=HOPKINS=the GREATEST EN
EMIES of the Third Angel’s Message=were 
on the SIDE of the Third Angel! And the 
have been following that Pattern ever 
since. Drew a Pact with SAINT BILLY=for 
no other Reason but that he was POPULAR

Since these Professional charlat
ans all claim so profusely and wit 
out Shadow of Doubt=that what THEY 
have is the al 1eged:"GOSPEL!" and 
since FR00M=WILS0N in their Joint 
Book="MOVEMENT OF DESPERATION!"a1 so 
"QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINES"=p.626 = 
bow before their Idol DAGAN=render- 
ing Obeisance to their gods=not a 
§!GN_of_the_Sp|nt_gf_Ejijah_=___
Perhaps we should have a Look at 
their al leged:"GOSPEL."
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il’La VERNE TUCKER" of the "QUIET HOUR" 
Circuit. "IN COMMON" with the other Boys, 

GOING THF|U"your Souls destiny may hinge on 2 Books 
for $10.oo. Shown at both the BEGINNING 
and the END of this CANADIAN "FIFTH ES-
Since wTELAND=SHORT wefched in 1950 = 
when they DENOUNCED the Leader-SHIP for 
featuring BILLY GRAHAM, NORMAN VINCENT 
PEALE and other Princes of BABYLON==

He launches an ATTACK against "De- 
visive"="Unscrupulous"="Troublemak
ers" =who seek to "DISRUPT THE CHURCH' 
=by DISLOYAL=REBELLIOUS=OFFSHOOTS= 
SPLINTER:GROUPS^_R&H_Apri]_5,1979- 
MOVE ?2}= So they set up a WATCH
DOG ORGANIZATION called:"OFFICE of 
HUMAN RELATIONS" to "INITIATE and 
DEVELOP...ACTION." R&H Aug.30,1979. 
m6ve"I3J=

"THE GOSPEL!11 
"10VE (18)=and then call this 
BY THE BIBLE ALONE!" when they go 
3y "BABYLON ALONE!" an effective 
way_of_dojn2_away_with_the_SOP.

^OVE t8j="F0RUM"~headed by LAWYERS and" 
’PROSECUTING ATTORNEY for the State of 
CONNECTICUT1- Glenn E. Coe=goes REGULAR 
to WASHINGTON to direct the Fortunes of 
this Churchi_but____________________

"G 0 S P E L"= #(D= ^35.
~ Feb.6,1982.

Hoehn Re^ecULch bxbrwvuj, Box 1270, 
Gnand FonkA, BC Canada. l/OH 1H0.
MOVE (1)= WILSON deci ares: "The CHUFCH 
will STAND!" Not knowing the mean
ing of "CHURCH!" Looking at the one 
in TM 15 instead of the_one_j_n_TM_l6.

MOVE (17)='' V E R D 7 CT' ’= [BRINSMEAD=PAX- 
TON=GOLDSWORTHY=JARNES]= "EVANGEL!- 
C/\"= [CRANDALL=FORD]="B00D NEWS un- 
LlMITED"=[MUTH=SMUTS VAN R00YEN]= 
"ANDREWS SEMINARY STUD IES"="SDA 
MINISTRY MAGAZINE"="SPECTRUM"= 
each and every one of them go by: 
"F.F.BRUCE"=this is their contem
porary "SPURGEON" they now go by to 
hand us their aborted Version of:

Some make a Racket about "TIN-PLATED" 
4EDALLIONS"=and say ABSOLUTELY NOTHING! 
about "TIN-PLATED" DOCTRINES that they 
nistake for "GOSPEL!"
JOVE T7y=wTLS0N=havTng SOLD-OUT to LAW- 
/ERS=calling in a CATHOLIC LAWYER to meet 
the NUMBERS=FORDS=REAS=and their Accusa
tions, now calls in an SDA LAWYER: to 
tell us if "SPEWN OUT!" means " 
the Book "OMEGA1-1981. Together with a 

„ THREAT that we follow THEM=or perhaps 
feel_the_'JWHIPZ=R&H_Nov15219811_

__j=unti I the j-rold UNIUN--  
of "MISSION=KEY ’73." Co-Ordinated 
by a BIG BLACK(EEC)=who knew if he 
took 50 Black Ministers down HAITI 
way=the VOODOO and SORCERY HIDE
OUT of the World=he would be SURE 
to raise enough GROUP EXCITEMENT 
among a people NOTORIOUS for any 
EXCUSE to worship WINE=WOMEN=and= 
SONG in "FESTIVALS1-so he could Re
port back that he dunked 200 Heads 
under Water. What difference if it 
was 500? At a Cost of HALF=A=MILL- 

I ON $'S(?) The Question is=how MAN/ 
are LEFT today? Or have they SWIT
CHED the Religion around, as they 
do in AFRICA=to accommodate the 
"SENSELESS RABBLE!" EW_214^221z8._

M0VE~U3l=~FR00M=WI LSON in the?r~JO I NT~ 
BOOK="MOVEMENT OF DESTI NY1-feature 50 
of these HOLY HELL DIVINES as being FAR 
AHEAD of us=because they are not HAND I - 

Simple-minded who CAPPED_by_EGW_!_LEF=MD_319:322^._______
at a Price. 40 MI LLI ON MOVE (T4)=Way was prepared for this by 

that "QUESTIONABLE DOCTRINE" Book=1957-

And not some Tin-Plated I oca I All IUknlt= " 
but to the TOP FEDERAL "PROSECUTING AT
TORNEYS" for both CANADA and USA. And a- 
mong the "PREYING" Ministers the CBC-TV 
in co-operation with ABC "THEATRE OF THE 
MONTH'_'=_ they_f l.ash_on_ the_Stage=_ 

of the

"NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF 
ADVENTIST LAWYERS11 [EGW saw this i'n  
T8:69. Tl:212-3. NL 96. SM 2:153.] 
to "UPDATE" what they STARTED in 
1978=in Publishing LEGAL BEAGLE JD- 
R&H Aug.6L198k p.J7.
MOVE l4)= 60~SDA LAWYERS=JUDGES=~" 
ADMINISTRATORS meet in SWITZERLAND 
to Study "CHURCH DISCIPLINARY PRO
CEDURES" =R&H Sept. 24J 981. p.24. 
M6\/E~T5y=~The~LAODTcEAN~DRAGON of 
T4:246. SM 2:395. TM 39,362,409- 
W!LSgN_BREATHjNG_FjRE!_pec1.3i198ji. 
MOVE T6)= What some think is a JESU- 
IT=B.B.BEACH=UN ACT I0H="ELIMINATION 
of All Forms of Religious INTOLER
ANCE!" B.B.BEACH figures this was: 
"A HISTORIC MOMENT!"="to COMBAT DIS- 
^BJ™^Z'J2^£2B§H_pecL]7i298]_Lp_L24L. 
So ADVENTISTS do not take after CA
THOLICS and CATHOLICS do not take 
after ADVENTISTS! This would suit 
the JESUITS just FINE! They gave 
that up when MAXWELL visited the 
P0PE=1968. And FROOM=WILSON had a 
3-fold UNION in MISSION=KEY ’73.

~ -T~ :

So that the DAVENPORT SCANDAL will 
to be "NOTHING" in comparison. ____________

MOVE (11)= CBC-TV Canadian Government 
Broadcasting Commission=puts on many 
"DOCUMENTARIES"=at a Cost of MILLIONS of 
$’s. They have been EXPOSING many FRAUD
ULENT "HEAL I NG'?=Shysters and unscrupu
lous flamboyant "COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY" = 
"LET US PREY"=on the Simple-minded who 
"SELL" the "GOSPEL"=< 
$'s out of Canada each Year! And THEY arle 
going to "LAW" to see what to do about i1.(MOVE"O5)=FR66M=WEEKS~Tn T966 "MINISTRY. —!_) - —---------------- ---------- (.

"SPECTRUM" opens the Closet a 
Crack=to reveal some of the SKELETONS ir 
the 1903 "ALPHA" Closet=very INTERESTING 
READING=SPECTRUM=Dec.1981.p.33"62.$4.oo 
Box 4330,Takoma Park, Maryland. 20912. 
MQVE~77oy=AS~T~WARNED=NTCHOLS~and~ARTHUF 
WHITE when they were rattling the Sword 
years ago=do like the JEWS did that cal- 
ed in the ROMAN "LAW1-and you may have 

than_you_know_what_to_do_w21! !



IINQ_WAY_do_we_go_bY_'_,TRADITI_ON

Dl52;3=The’P6PElWHso5Hs2N6T2lNFALLTBLU

K

BOTH are a TEST of FELLOWSHIP.
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"The lightest down will soonest show 
"Which jvay_the rising breezes blow!"

"Let us turn from these men DRIVEN 
CRAZY by the HEAT generated by their 
own FALSE PHILOSOPHY=to the Blessed 
Truths contained in God's Word!"

p.121-2=EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE and going 
to REAGAN for STATE RECOGNITl0N=mixing 
FLAG and CHURCH is:(OMEGA!)"APOSTASY in 
the Church will prepare the way for the 
IMAGE=TO=THE=BEAST!" GC 443-5.

p.278="A Minister who is a MAN=PLEASER 
is a SOUL=DESTROYER."

LUTHER SAID: "The MONSTROUS FABLES 
that form part of the Roman DUNGHILL 
of DECRETALS!" GC 549.

p.!7=We do not go by:"..the" RAM-" 
BLINGS of MONKISH(SCHOLARLY)FANA
TICISM and religious BUFFOONERY!"

And to THINK that URIAH SMITH CLAN 
took out what EGW wrote about THAT 
RELIGION in ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235 = 
and you do not need to PRETEND you 
do not know anything about that=but 
you can GET=THE=ORIGINAL from ABC= 
and then look in your Book=GC 384= 
where they hand you that VERY SAMUE . 
HOPKINS, D.D.=GUTHRIE=SPURGEON=as 
though THEY were Preaching the GOS
PEL! I bel ieve CARLYLE B. HAYNES:

p.!20=He who DENIES the Ecumenical Coun
cil of R0ME="..let him be ANATHEMA!"= 
"The ROMISH CHURCH duly promulogated 
21 CANONS." Those who follow in the TRA 
of ROMANISM.(TM 362)=formulated 30=Coun- 
cil_of_LAOD£CEA=Spec|aj_R&H_128O_£ssue±

MOVE (20)= Since they are doing EX
ACTLY what she said they would do= 
drpplng STANDARD after STANDARD= 
letting the TRUTH trail in the DUS ‘ . 
T5:31,344,77- T8:41. T6:60-l,144. 
141528^571.________________

"EVERY VEIN shall be a ROAD for the feet 
of PAIN to travel on = eve^^^/V^-VE^ 
STRING for the Devil to i?lay his^Tune 
of HELL'S UNUTTERABLE LAMENT.." (I am 
QUOTING that by MEMORY. I memorize very 
little=but I memorized THAT!)

if this CRYING and CURSING and IN- “ 
fURIATING PAIN would come to an END=
"It would in a great measure DESTROY 
the HAPPINESS and GLORY of the RE
DEEMED! "

MOVE ~(21 j=~Not~dropping~ONE~ABOMT = 
NATION=but PILING one on Top of an
other. Not seeming to know that 
apart from CONFESS 10N=there is NO 
SALVATION! "He that turneth away 
his ear from hearing the LAW=even 
his PRAYER shall be ABOMINATION!" 
GC 436. "All the gods of the Nations 
are IDOLS!" GC 437.
move~122J-~once~upon~a~t7me=~sdats 
put out a Book that should be Re
printed. That Book said what are 
our "ARTICLES OF RELIGION." That 
the:"General Conference shall not 
REVOKE=ALTER=OR=CHANGE our ARTICLES 
of Religion...CONTRARY to our PRE
SENT EXISTING and ESTABLISHED STAN
DARDS of DOCTRINE." p.84. "FACTS 
FOR THE TIMES"=R&H. BATTLE CREEK 
STEAM PRESS=1885.

HUNDREDS of THOUSANDS of $'s were left 
PAUPERS that night. IN LIKE MANNER,when 
the Day of Judgment comes, there will 
be NO DIFFERENCE. When the DELUGE CAME, 
there was NO DIFFERENCE; NOAH'S ARK was 
worth MORE than all the World. THE DAY 
BEFORE, it was the world's laughing 
Stock, and if put up for Auction, would 
have been bought for FIRE-WOOD...it will

1 be far more TERRIBLE (to be found OUT- 
SIDE --e Most Holy "PLACE!_" with WilsoA) 
far more TERRIBLE to go down in...a 
Qhristless_graveL"_
Then it goes on to show in the Chicago 
Fire=in a space one mile wide=five miles 
long=buiIdings considered FIRE=PROOF = 
"thirty-two hundred acres of..buildings" 
were gone=fire jumped a clean half-mile 
and the ground seemed to BURN. People 
in a Panic=will run the WRONG WAY! Right 
into the FIRE! As Adventists are now 
821Q9=following_thejr_Leadersx_______

p.26=Nor the Doctrine that the Church o’ 
Mother Mary=Laod£cea_i.s_" }NFALLIBLEj"_

p.16=”..for it is an enormous CRIME 
to pull down that which our Fore
Fathers established."(These "FACTS" 
^Yh^hlished_by_guoting others.) 
p.54-5=We are not to:"..submit"to" 
the Judgment of the PRIEST!"=Me are 
not to Fall in this Trap:"Tt is per
mitted neither to THINK nor to 
TEACH otherwise than the Court of 
Rome directs."="HERETICS must be 
sought after, and be CORRECTED or 
EXTERMINATED!"

I WILL NEVER F0RGET=if this FIRE would 
be put out = "It would in a great meas
ure DESTROY the LIGHT of Heaven!" And

GOSPEL.
Everyone agrees that "GOSPEL" means = 
"GOOD NEWS." We would like to know just 
what "GOOD NEWS" it is to tell them a- 
bout a FIRE hotter than the CHICAGO CON
FLAGRAT I 0N=not lasting for an HOUR or 
a DAY = but TRAPPED in it for the CEASE
LESS AGES as they ROLL into ETERNITY. 
rbeiieve"the‘CARLYLE-B?HAYNES"b66k“= 
"THE OTHER SIDE OF DEATH"=where he de
monstrated JUST=WHAT=THEY=BELIEVED.

p.36=fhe "IMAGE" of Daniel =not only the 
IRON and the CLAY=but the WHOLE IMAGE 
comes DOWN!

p.83=We do NOT keeg_EASTER! 1888 GC 387.
Pi?2;8=Nor“CHRlSTMASr__Z_ZZ””___ZZZ_ 
p.256~9=We do NOT recognize HELL=TORMEN f= 
PRIESTS as teaching the "GOSPEL!" 
pH 17=Nor"those~who"QUESTION~the~"lNER^ 
RANCY" of the Bible! "A sentence of WHIP
PING upon the person who denies any por
tion of the BIBLE=for the second offence 
=DEATH!" Same as WITCHCRAFT! JESUITS!

"But these, as NATURAL BRUTE BEASTS, 
made to be taken and DESTROYED, spelz 
EVIL of the things that they under
stand NOT; and shall UTTERLY PERISH 
in their own CORRUPTION!" 2 Peter 2: 
12. Romans_1^18-25z___________________
Instead of going into a SLOW BURN 
because we EXPOSE this FARCE=itv'1l 
yet prove to be WISER to turn the 
SPOT-LIGHT on that ROTTEN CRAFT = 
TM 446-7,409 that will be ByRNT=UP!

■ ■ - ■" ■■ ■ r

THE WORLD ON FIRE =
p.151“3=the Chicago FIRE likened to the 
FIRE that envelopes the World when CHRIST 
comes! PP 101,103,109,110,339,341. SOP 
1182z4._SG_3:82:3._SOP 3:144. GC 657. 
The ENDof"theMAXWELL~BOOK=the”fALMUD 
RELIGION sold to the AWAKENING by HEPPED- 
STALL. "I saw the great and honorable, 
the learned and wise, fleeing before the 
FIRE with the beggar, and the thief, and 
the harlot. ALL=WERE=ALIKE...Neither the 
mayor, nor the mighty-men, nor the wise 
men could STOP those FLAMES. They were 
on a level then, and many who were wortn
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MOVE (19)= Since they lost their 
First-Love and peddled "BACK=T0= 
EGYPT!" (T5:217. RH A5:555-)_

And to THINK that FR00M=ANDERS0N= 
WlLS0N=send youpg Adventists WHOLE
SALE to LEARN=even up to 6 YEARS! 
From these HOLY HELL PRIESTS so the 1 
like F0RD=can come BACK and Teach i i 
SDA CHURCHES and SEMINARIES! There 
never has been a greater DISGRACE 
in all History! And there is NO LAb- 
GUAGE that could be out of place tc 
describe this Situation:


